
Norway's fantastic fj ords
These narrow and deep "arms" of the sea stretch far inland

Question 1  Norway's largest fj ord, Sognefj ord, stretches a mighty 204 km 
inland. How would you write its length rounded to the nearest 10 km?

Question 2  Out of Norway's around 1,000 fj ords, cruise ships regularly sail 
through 10. What simplifi ed fraction shows the share of fj ords that these 
cruises visit?

Question 3  Aurlandsfj ord is a 29 km branch of Norway's longest Fjord— 
the 204 km long Sognefj ord. After you round each length to the nearest 
10 km, what's the length of Aurlandsfj ord as a percent of Sognefj ord?

Question 4  Norway's famous fj ords were formed from glaciers over 2.6 
million years! The largest one, Sognefj ord, is 1,300 m deep. On average, 
how many millimeters of Sognefj ord's depth was created each year?
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Answers & solutions

Question 1 Answer. 200 km

Solution. The second digit, 4, rounds down, so 204 rounds to 200

Question 2 Answer. 1⁄100

Solution. 10⁄1000 = 1⁄100

Question 3 Answer. 15%

Solution. 29 rounds to 30; 204 rounds to 200. 30 ÷ 200 = 15 ÷ 100 = 15%.

Question 4 Answer. 5 mm

Solution. 1,300 x 1,000 ÷ 2,600,000 = 1,300,000 ÷ 2,600,000 = 13 ÷ 26 = 0.5

Now turn the tables around!

Stretch your thinking and unleash your creativity! You’ll see below some facts used to 
make up questions you answered. How could you combine and apply these facts to 
create interesting question(s)?

Norway has 1,000 fj ords

Cruise ships regularly sail through 10 of the country's fj ords

The fj ords were formed from glaciers over 2.6 million years

Norway's largest fj ord, Sognefj ord, is 204 km long

Sognefj ord is 1,300 m deep

One of the Sognefj ord's branches, Aurlandsfj ord, is 29 km long

Can you dig deeper?

Ready to take it even further? Find out more and discover exciting facts about Norway's 
fj ords.

Check out online and other sources, write down the facts you fi nd, and use the numbers 
to develop interesting new questions for family or friends to fi gure out. Perhaps even write 
your own mini-research report fi lled with exciting facts!
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